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bstract

Non-participation in landscape planning presents a formidable challenge to sustainable development. We hypothesize that even when people hold
egative attitudes toward unplanned development, natural property rights values (favorable evaluations of property as an inviolable and pre-political
ight) prevent them from acting on their concerns. We chose an intermountain west community as a case study to evaluate our hypothesis regarding
atural property rights values. All groups were equally and strongly opposed to continuation of rapid unplanned growth, but those with natural
roperty rights values were also adamantly opposed to land use planning. We used a multiple logistic regression model to evaluate the relationship
etween support for landscape planning and a natural property rights values. An overall significance test of the regression equation indicated the
ndependent variables were significantly predictive of the dependent variable (χ2 128, 8 d.f., p < 0.001) and had high (88.7%) predictive capacity.

atural property rights value was the most important predictor variable, but income was also significant. Sustainable landscape planning requires
ncoupling property rights from inviolable and pre-political natural rights. Our results suggest a conversation focused on themes associated with
oss of local culture, hypocrisy of building practices, and market control over development could facilitate the aforementioned uncoupling and
evelopment planning that promotes both security for land owners and public welfare.

2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The global expansion of liberal democracies during the last
hree decades (Huntington, 1991) suggests the success or failure
f democratic processes will constrain human efforts to achieve
ustainability. Democratic processes combined with NIMBY
not in my backyard) sentiments should address environmen-
al degradation (Norton and Hannon, 1997). If one assumes
eople want a clean and healthy backyard, a politically active
nd empowered public should ensure widespread environmental
rotection. Research supports the assumption that people value

pen space, forests, clean air and water, wildlife, and other envi-
onmental amenities (Bonaiuto et al., 2003; Tyrvainen, 1997),
ut a politically active and empowered public (democracy as an
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deal), particularly regarding landscape planning and environ-
ental issues, remains elusive.
This failure of democratic process has led some plan-

ers and scholars to promote alternatives such as consensus
ased decision making (Peterson et al., 2005). While these
lternatives are seen by some as the “dominant paradigm”
n natural resource management in the US and throughout

uch of the world (Gillingham, 2001:803; Singleton, 2002),
hey remain ill-defined and rarely implemented (Leach, 2006;
eterson et al., 2006b; World Commission on Environment
nd Development, 1987). The few development planning initia-
ives rooted in consensus (e.g., the Malpai Borderlands Group,
uincy Library Group, or Agriculture Wildlife Coexistence
ommittee (Hibbard and Madsen, 2003; Peterson, 1997; Weber,
000)) are rare alternatives to norms of either non-participation

r escalated conflict (Peterson et al., 2006c). In the US the vast
ajority of landscape planning occurs with little or no public

nput in small poorly attended meetings of zoning commission-
rs. In the few cases where development planning evokes higher
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evels of public participation, meetings often reflect the rein-
orced stage of conflict where participants demonstrate selective
erception and judgment, moral exclusion and rationalization,
nd failure to communicate (e.g., timber wars, grazing wars, or
roperty rights wars (Peterson et al., 2002; Rubin et al., 1994)).

While degraded discourse and conflict escalation can
e addressed using conflict management strategies, non-
articipation presents a more formidable challenge to
ustainable development planning in liberal democracies, par-
icularly with pressure towards consensus based conservation
rowing in many areas. Without dissenting public voices the
emocratic portion of liberal democracies ceases to exist and
ocio-political elites can rule environmental decision making
ncontested (Peterson et al., 2005; Ivie, 2004, 2005; Laclau
nd Mouffe, 2001; Mouffe, 2000). The roots of this problem
ie to weak democratic cultures in which dissent is feared and
sually suspended in times of crisis (Ivie, 2004, 2005; Barber,
984). The public distrust of democratic dissent in the US can
e traced to the framers who worked to erect constitutional bar-
iers to popular rule out of fear that public power threatened
rderly government and property rights of social and political
lites (Dahl, 2001). While that fear has proven largely unfounded
Dahl, 2001), the legacy of viewing public dissent as an intol-
rable threat to property rights may still permeate and influence
ontemporary land use planning.

In this study we hypothesize that in many cases citizens hold
egative attitudes toward unplanned development, but accept-
ng the legacy of naturalized property rights prevents them from
cting on their concerns. Natural or naturalized rights are con-
idered inviolable, pre-political rights individuals maintain when
ntering society (Horwitz, 1992). Natural rights conceptions of
roperty would compound any problems associated with public
pathy by suggesting that even when public will for sustain-
ble development planning exists, no compromise is ethical. We
hose an intermountain west community where development
ad occurred unchecked and essentially unplanned for 15 years,
s a case study to evaluate our hypothesis regarding natural
roperty rights. Specifically, we (1) describe a personally admin-
stered survey used to collect data, (2) develop a multiple logistic
egression model to evaluate the relationship between support
or landscape planning and natural property rights values, and (3)
onduct thematic analysis of interview transcripts to find rhetor-
cal themes capable of fostering the community dialogue needed
or community planning. We conclude by suggesting sustainable
evelopment planning in liberal democratic contexts requires
iewing property as a politically defined relationship between
eople.

. Conceptual framework

Causal models for environmental behavior generally start
ith a set of narrative symbols humans use to explain the
ature of reality (Greeley, 1993). Humans collect the symbols

rom diverse environmental sources, but primarily from social
nteractions (e.g., with parents, family, religious and political
roups). Collectively these symbolic narratives define a broad
nvironmental worldview, which influences specific beliefs and
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ttitudes, then behavioral intentions, and ultimately behaviors
Johnson et al., 2004; Stern et al., 1995). The theory of planned
ehavior (Ajzen, 1991) suggests behavior reflects both inten-
ions and perceived control over the behavior. We suggest that
aturalized (i.e., those perceived as inviolable and pre-political)
iews of property attenuate opportunities for community plan-
ing by fracturing the linkage between attitudes (evaluations of
sychological objects captured in dimensions such as good–bad
r dangerous–safe (Ajzen, 2001; Eagly and Chaiken, 1993)) and
ehavioral intentions. Values, favorable evaluations of abstract
oncepts (e.g., freedom and equality), influence attitudes about
pecific entities (Ajzen, 2001). Research shows values regarding
eligiosity, personal restraint, and rights correlate with liberal
nd conservative attitudes (Braithwaite, 1998; Feather, 2002).
ccording to our hypothesis, having naturalized property rights
alues will predict whether respondents think community plan-
ing should occur, and thus whether they are willing to engage
n planning processes, regardless of their attitudes about devel-
pment.

Multiple naturalized rights could relate to development
ssues, but liberty (e.g., everyone has a right to live where they
ant to) and property (e.g., everyone has a right to use their prop-

rty as they see fit) emerge often (Lagro, 1994; Shafer, 2004).
onceptions of property have ranged from physical land to “the
xchange-value of anything” (Commons, 1924:14). Conflicting
iews of property, however, hinge on where rights associated
ith it come from rather than what it is. Those willing to thwart

ocial justice or popular sovereignty in the name of property typ-
cally consider property a natural right (Horwitz, 1992). From

natural rights perspective, property reflects inviolable rela-
ionships between people and things. Property represents one
f the three (life, liberty, and property) natural rights high-
ighted by Locke (1689) and many consequent natural rights
dvocates (Maritain, 1951; Hasnas, 2005). For natural property
ights advocates property represents a fundamental, inalienable,
re-societal right that is superior to society. Without inalien-
ble property rights, someone could take the fruits of our labor,
epriving us of liberty and effectively enslaving us (Locke, 1689;
ospers, 2005).
Critics of this perspective note two logical weaknesses

Hasnas, 2005), and several pragmatic problems with the nat-
ral property rights argument. Logically, justification of any
nherently held human right ultimately turns to theological
xplanations, and even if some pre-political rights actually rest
n non-religious metaphysical foundations that does not ren-
er property a natural right. Pragmatically the products of one’s
abor can be protected in forms of property other than land, and
uccessful governance requires treating property as a politically
enerated bundle of rights (Horwitz, 1992; Varner, 1994). From
his perspective property merely reflects a politically crafted
elationship between people regarding things (Cohen, 1927).

From the natural rights perspective no amount of ecologi-
al degradation gives governments a right to tamper with rights

o purchase, own, or dispose of property. From the political
erspective, however, the primary purpose of government is
o regulate property (i.e., politically craft relationships between
eople regarding things) when socially desirable (e.g., to achieve
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ustainability). From this perspective speed limits (e.g., 55, 65,
5 mph) reflect a political agreement between people rather than
n inviolable right to use automobiles in a certain fashion. Like-
ise, the right to purchase land may be limited to competent

dults acting under their own free will; the right to own land
ay include restrictions (e.g., zoning laws, prohibitions on ille-

al activities, or damaging the property of the community as a
hole); the right to dispose of land may only allow selling under

ertain conditions (e.g., no racist covenants in the deed); and the
ight to use land can restrict property uses harming others (e.g.,
estrictions on firing ranges, incinerators, dumping toxic waste,
tc.).

Regardless of these facts, however, many people still view
roperty as a natural right. Development and landscape planning
ssues are notorious for dividing communities into groups along
ines drawn by conceptions of property (e.g., bundle of rights ver-
us natural rights Jacobs, 1998; Peterson et al., 2002, 2004). This
ultural divide is particularly acute in the intermountain west,
ome of the wise use movement (Echeverria and Eby, 1995;
ertig et al., 2002). Cultural divisions created by divergent con-

eptions of property rights create fertile ground for expansion of
dentity politics (Bernstein, 2005). Identity politics entail polit-
cal activity of a social group that has united around a common
erceived social injustice. The political activity of the oppressed
roup often revolves around traditionally left leaning issues
e.g., lesbian and gay movements, ethnic minority movements).
dentity politics, however, may just as easily revolve around per-
eived injustices relating to right leaning issues such as property
ights. By definition, citizens immersed in identity politics must
ubjugate alternate personal identities to the one linked with
he formative social injustice. Identity politics encourages those
ith multiple identities to privilege one over others by failing to

hallenge the social construction and intersection of identities
Alexander, 1999; Ryan, 1997). Identity politics expressed in
his fashion could bolster the ability of natural property rights
alues to dominate other values and objectives.

Several variables other than natural property rights values
ould explain a fractured linkage between attitudes and behav-
oral intentions. In our study, we controlled for local status,
eligion, political affiliation, and four demographic variables.

e chose the demographic variables because social research
uggests correlations between education, income, age, gender
nd political participation (Milbrath and Goel, 1982; Mohai,
992). We used local status as a cultural variable for two reasons.
irst, we thought long-term residents may hold disproportion-
tely high proportions of wealth in real estate, and be more
ikely to avoid community planning because it threatened their
conomic well being (Cockerham and Blevins, 1977). Second,
revious studies suggest long-term residents share place-based
ommunity values and ideology related to perceptions of devel-
pment (Buchecker et al., 2003; Fortmann and Kusel, 1990;
raber, 1974; Peterson et al., 2006a; Smith and Krannich, 2000).
ontrolling for local status alleviates the potential for place-

ased ideology (e.g., libertarian views) to skew results. Our
election of political affiliation stemmed both from its potential
o define cultural groups in the community, and from its potential
o confound analysis of the natural property rights variable (i.e.,
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he Republican Party, prior to 9/11, emphasized protection of
ndividual rights, while the Democratic Party emphasized equal-
ty or community responsibility). We included religion because
he community is within the core cultural area of The Church
f Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (i.e., Mormon Church;
ereafter LDS), and high levels of cultural homogeneity can
haracterize LDS communities in this area (Goodsell, 2000;
mith and Krannich, 2000). The religious variable should be
elated to political affiliation since Evangelical Christians and

ormons are the only religions approaching a 60% Republican
o 10% Democrat ratio (Kosmin and Mayer, 2001).

. Study area

Our study was conducted in Teton Valley and included all of
eton County, Idaho; and the portion of Teton County, Wyoming,
est of the Teton mountain range. Teton County became the

astest growing county in Idaho, the fourth fastest growing state,
uring the 1990s (US Census) thanks to expansion of a local ski
esort, immigration of laborers from Jackson, Wyoming seeking
ffordable housing, and immigration of retirees, second home
wners, and telecommuting professionals (Smith and Krannich,
000). Population in Teton Valley grew from 3439 to 5999 (74%
ncrease) between 1990 and 2000, and the number of households
rew from 1123 to 2078 (85% increase). When this study was
onducted population was approximately 7200 (US Census).

The post-1990 immigrants, who now make up more than
alf the community, are generally more urban, more edu-
ated, and more secular than their predecessors (Peterson et al.,
006a; Smith and Krannich, 2000). Development accompany-
ng the immigration was haphazard, and followed no general
lan. The location of individual homes, golf courses, and sub-
ivisions reflects the whim of land speculators and developers
ather than community planning. Development threatens water
uality, wetlands, migration corridors from the greater Yel-
owstone ecosystem (75% of which are already closed), and
abitat for mule deer and elk, native trout, and waterfowl (see
ttp://www.tetonwater.org; Berger, 2004).

. Methods

We developed an in-person interview protocol to assess atti-
udes towards development and natural property rights values.
ersonal interviews were conducted because they promised
igher response rates (Dillman, 2000) and qualitative insight
egarding the decision making processes and cultural dynamics
f respondents. We conducted a pretest of the questionnaire with
rbitrarily selected residents of Lansing, Michigan (n = 18), and
ictor, Idaho (within the study area; n = 23), to clarify terminol-
gy and improve instrument validity.

Logistic constraints and acceptable sampling error (5%) dic-
ated a sample size of 550. We purchased a representative sample
f public telephone listings that included addresses from survey

ampling, Incorporated (Fairfield, Connecticut). We surveyed
eton Valley residents during July–August 2004, and attempted

o visit each respondent during four-time periods (morning and
vening on a weekday and on a weekend day) before resorting

http://www.tetonwater.org/
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Table 1
Logistic regression results for model predicting whether respondents thought
something should be done to improve future land development in Teton County,
Idaho

Independent variable Dependent variable: what should be
done to make future development
better (nothing = 1, something = 0) β

Natural right (1) vs. political
right (0)

2.08***

Local (1), newer-resident (0) 0.31
Republican (1), independent (2),

democrat (3)
0.07

LDS (1) vs. non-LDS (0) −0.19
Education level (1–7) −0.11
Income (1–9) −0.30*

Female (1) vs. male (0) −0.30
Age −0.02

*
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* p < 0.05.
** p < 0.001.

o telephone contact. We only made initial contact via telephone
fter the visits failed or when we could not locate a physical
ddress with the aide of local informants.

Four interviewers conducted all interviews. We trained inter-
iewers with a strict interview protocol. They were instructed to
efine acronyms, but answer other questionnaire related queries
y reading directly from the questionnaire, explaining question-
aire format, or stating “whatever it means to you” (Groves,
989:451). Because “local” versus “newcomer” divisions influ-
nced attitudes in previous studies in this area (Peterson et al.,
006a; Smith and Krannich, 2000), we designed interview pro-
ocol to assess the possibility that local informants did not trust
utside interviewers. We used two local interviewers (i.e., third
eneration natives born and raised in the community) and two
ewcomer interviewers (i.e., on their first ever visit from Texas
nd Michigan, respectively). Neither response rates nor response
ontent differed significantly between interviewers, and all inter-
iewers achieved >90% compliance. Two interviewers (one
ocal and one newcomer) conducted 27 follow up interviews
ith key informants from the original survey to allow respon-
ents to evaluate our survey and elaborate on their views of
evelopment. None of these informants changed their stance on
atural property rights in the longer interviews.

Our last interview question was: “what should be done to
ake future development better”. Answers to this question were

oded as the binary dependent variable (Table 1). All respon-
ents responding “nothing” or an equivalent (e.g., “we’re stuck
ith it”) were grouped, and all respondents making any sug-
estion (e.g., new leaders, zoning, land trusts) were grouped.
e dummy coded natural rights values (natural versus political

ights) as a binary variable from responses to the following ques-
ion: “What is the most important consideration for planning
uture development” (Table 1). When respondents responded
ith a specific reference to inalienable property rights (e.g.,
veryone should be able to do what they want on their own
and) we coded them as natural property rights (Table 1). Less
irect statements suggesting ultimate authority residing in natu-
al rights (e.g., everyone has the right to move where they want)
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ere also coded as natural property rights. When a respondent
escribed a conditional or socially derived right (e.g., being able
o walk to stores, affordable housing, education, water quality,
pen space, rural character), rather than a right inherent to indi-
iduals, the response was coded as political rights (Table 1). The
atter type of considerations were political rights in that they
ere negotiated and given by society rather than existing natu-

ally within individuals independent of society. This approach
xcluded unsure and do not care (n = 61), responses.

We dummy coded local status (local versus newer-resident)
s a binary variable from responses to the following question:
Have you lived all your life in Teton County” (if respondents
nswered “no” we asked: “How many years have you lived in
eton Valley”; Table 1). When respondents answered the first
uestion with “yes” or lived in Teton Valley prior to 1992 we
oded them as locals, otherwise, we coded them as newer res-
dents. Other studies comparing locals and new-residents in
he Intermountain West defined the local group using either
10 years residency requirement (Fortmann and Kusel, 1990;
raber, 1974), or the year a substantial in-migration began

Smith and Krannich, 2000). Since a major in-migration event
egan in Teton Valley in the early 1990s, we chose the lat-
er approach. We minimized bias associated with qualitatively
hoosing the year in-migration started by using least-squares
on-linear piecewise regression of annual population data (US
ecennial census and annual estimates) to estimate the threshold
elated to the immigration boom (StatSoft, 2003). A regres-
ion model based on the pivot point between 1991 and 1992
ccounted for 99.5% of the observed variance in population. We
valuated potential bias associated with pivot point selection by
onducting analyses with the pivot point ranging from 1990 to
993. Within this range significant findings did not change.

We coded political affiliation into three categories from
esponses to the following question: “What is your political
ffiliation” (Table 1). We combined “conservative” and “Repub-
ican” responses as Republican, and combined “liberal” and
Democrat” responses as Democrat. We dummy coded religion
s a binary variable reflecting whether the respondent was LDS
r not (Table 1). We used standard survey design for collecting
emographic variables (Dillman, 2000). Education was coded
s a seven category variable from the question: What was the
ast level of school you completed. Options ranged from “<high
chool” to “Graduate or Professional degree.” Annual income
as coded as a nine category variable with options ranging from
14,999 to >200,000. Finally, we evaluated respondent outlook
n development with two questions: “What do you see as the
uture of development in Teton County”, and “How do you feel
bout that future?”

We used SPSS 12 (2003) to calculate correlation coeffi-
ients between variables and test our multiple logistic regression
odel. Respondents who failed to answer a relevant question
ere excluded from the regression. We used the p < 0.05 level

or significance tests. Peterson and a student worker coded

he dependent variable (what should be done to make future
evelopment better) and natural property rights view variable.
ronbach’s α for reliability was 0.96 for the dependent variable
nd 0.92 for natural rights views. The interviews took 30–60 min
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ach, causing item non-response rates near 25% for some ques-
ions (item non-response includes respondents who agree to be
urveyed but leave one or more items incomplete). We col-
ected demographic information from all respondents with ≤1%
tem non-response for age, gender, and education and 7% item
on-response for income. We compared these demographic vari-
bles between item responders and item-non-responders (for
uestions with higher non-response), and found no significant
ifferences.

The sharp distinction between natural and political attitudes
oward land development does not necessarily preclude produc-
ive debate between these groups. By analyzing interview texts,
e identified themes in the rhetoric of natural property rights

dvocates that suggested possibilities for public deliberation
bout land use planning. We used thematic analysis (Peterson et
l., 1994) to identify and examine themes associated with natu-
al property rights positions. Repeated movement between data
ollection and data analysis helped us evaluate the precision of
ecorded explanations (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). We identify
uotations from interview transcripts by interview number. For
xample a quotation identified (R5) indicates the quotation came
rom respondent number 5.

. Results

We conducted interviews at 416 of the 484 usable addresses in
ur sample. Twenty households refused to provide an interview,
nd we were unable to contact respondents at 48 households.
he final compliance rate was 95% (sampling error ± 4.8%).
ur sample matched the population in terms of sex (46% female
7%; US Census 2000) and ethnicity (90% Anglo 91%; US Cen-
us 2000). Median annual family income was $35,000–$49,999,
nly 6.5% of respondents had annual family incomes below
15,000, and 90% were below $100,000. Almost 40% of respon-
ents had at least a 4 years college degree, 30% had some form
f vocational training, 25% reached high school graduation,
nd 5% had less than high school graduation. The mean for
espondent age was 46.

Respondents were evenly divided in responses reflecting
he four cultural variables in our model (property rights view:
5% natural right, 45% political right; political affiliation:
8% Republican, 42% Democrat; religion: 44% LDS, 56%
on-LDS; and local status: 43% local, 57% new-resident). As
xpected, examination of correlation matrices indicated signif-
cant correlation between independent variables representing
ulture (religion and political, r = 0.43; religion and local status,
= 0.50). Local status also correlated with age (r = 0.42), but as
n artefact of our selection procedure (i.e., living in the area prior
o 1992 was related to age). An overall significance test of the
egression equation indicated the independent variables were
ignificantly predictive of the dependent variable (χ2 = 128, 8
.f., p < 0.001) and had a high (88.7%) predictive capacity. Nat-
ral rights values were the most important predictor, but income

as also significant (Table 1). Removing collinear relationships

rom multi-variable models (e.g., removing the local status or
eligion variables) did not produce significant differences for
ny variables.
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We identified five themes among respondent responses to
he future of development in Teton Valley: decline or remain
ural (1%), grow rapidly (70%), become a wealthy recreation
entered community (15%; e.g., Jackson, Wyoming; Aspen,
olorado), and become a big sub-division (13%). While most

99%) residents predicted future growth and loss of rural nature,
6% were unhappy with their own prognostications, and only
8% thought their envisioned future for development was a
ood thing. Respondents with natural property rights values and
olitical property rights values were equally unhappy (natural
roperty rights = 64%, political property rights = 65%) with their
ision of future development. Although, most residents were
nhappy about their projections for future development, 61%
aid nothing should be done. Only 39% had a suggestion for
mproving future development in the Valley. The natural and
olitical property rights groups were sharply divided on their
pinion of what should be done to make future development
etter. Ninety percent of the political property rights advocates
rovided a suggestion of what should be done while 87% of
he natural property rights advocates stated that nothing should
e done.Thematic analysis of interview transcripts enabled us
o explore three themes associated with natural property rights
iews. Creative dialogue around these themes may encourage
eflexivity and facilitate broad public participation in deliber-
tion about land use planning. The first theme was a sense of
oss regarding farming and local culture. Respondents expressed
oncern over the end of farming and loss of farmland saying: “I
on’t like it [development]. I would like to wave a magic wand
nd make it all like it used to be (R309).” “Farming is done in the
alley. I don’t blame the farmers though. We’ve had to sell some
f our ground (R259).” Another asked, “you’ve been to Teton
prings [a farm recently transformed into a golf and ski resort]?
h I hated to see that farmland go. . .I’d have liked to save Game
reek [a tributary to the Teton River]. I hated to see the river go.
othing can stop the development, but I wish we could; and bring
ack the creek (R411).” Still others were outspokenly hostile to
evelopment that pushed out agriculture: “They’re going to turn
t into what they did in Jackson [Wyoming]. They are going to
uin it. They’re trying to subdivide every square inch. They don’t
ive a damn about the farming and ranching. The same god damn
eople who developed Jackson are developing here. They come
n saying we just want to fix it but then they try to make it like
here they came from (R244).”Other respondents focused more
n the loss of local culture saying, “it’s [the Valley] going to pot.
ubdivisions, golf courses, stuff we don’t need. A different kind
f people than who was raised here are taking over. I don’t like
t (R233).” They also assumed others shared their sense of loss.
ne explained, “everyone prays for a nice quiet valley like the
ast. . .this is what they call progress (R63).” Several expressed
eep sadness that their valley had lost its familiarity. “I used to
now everybody and their dogs, now I don’t know a soul. . .. Glad
y life is behind me it’s not going to be easy (R110).” Finally

espondents expressed concern over loss of access to natural

esources associated with the cultural shift. “There used to be a
ot of places to go for good fishing then people saw what we had
nd bought it up and put up no trespassing signs. Now there’s
ery few places for people to go (R601).” Their belief in natural
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roperty rights offered no protection from this loss.The second
heme was concern over the hypocrisy associated with building
home and then preventing others from doing so. Respondents

tated: “Well I moved here and added to the influx, so I can’t stop
thers from doing the same thing even though I would like to
R9).” “People move in here and crowd the place up. Everyone
ants to be the last person who moved in (R299).” “I don’t like

t. It’s going to become like the rest of America. . .. I moved here,
o I’m part of the problem (R149).” “How can I throw stones?
came here. It’s part of the problem, I don’t want the Colorado
yndrome where you slam the door after yourself (R572).” Both
ocals and new residents found themselves trapped by their own
ousehold behaviors. Preoccupied by fairness, they could find
o rationale for denying anyone the pleasure of doing whatever
hey wanted with their private property.The third theme was
rustration about “outside” control over land use. Most respon-
ents linked this lack of individual and local control with their
elief in the necessity of allowing market forces to dictate devel-
pment. “Development is my main reason for moving. People
on’t let you on their land anymore. Money runs it, and there’s
othing poorer people can do about it (R321).” Those in con-
rol were always an elusive corporate “they.” For example, “it’s
onna be a resort area. It already is, they are taking it away from
s (R266).” And “they” are always wealthy: “in the end the rich
eem to be the ones that. . .whoever has the money they are going
o do what they want. Everything is fueled by the almighty dol-
ar (R218).”At first glance, these themes may seem like nothing

ore than idle grumbling. They do, however, provide potential
oints of reflexivity for natural property rights advocates and the
ossibility of finding common ground between those who view
roperty as a natural right and those who view it as a political
ight. Political property rights advocates demonstrated the same
hemes in their discourse (concerns about loss of local culture,
ypocrisy associated with home building practices, and market
ontrol over development). One political property rights advo-
ate said, “we all need to remember why we moved here. We
ike the small town, the roots, and heritage of the town (R44).”
everal of these respondents expressed concern about the liveli-
ood of individual farmers, suggesting, “the community needs to
ompensate land owners in some way for not selling into subdi-
isions (R518).” “I don’t like the way development is happening,
ut farmers need a way out. They worked hard and deserve to
e paid (R199).” Some offered suggestions for specific agricul-
ural sectors, saying “big spud farmers are in a bind. We have
o find alternatives for them. Financial incentives, tax benefits
or conservation easements. . .More than what’s out there. Give
hem a higher density transfer (R392).”

These respondents also demonstrated the same concern over
ypocrisy associated with moving to an area and then prohibit-
ng others from doing so, asking, “Do you know the difference
etween a developer and an environmentalist? A developer
ants to build a cabin, and an environmentalist has one. Like
ed [pseudonym] who started the land trust or the folks in

ARD [Valley Advocates for Responsible Development; a smart
rowth citizens group] (R430).” As one explained, “I moved here
o I can’t say anything if other people want to. I just wish they’d
ake care of it. And they don’t need to put up no trespassing
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igns. When I moved here it was easy to get permission to hunt
nd fish. Now it’s pretty hard (R497).” Finally, political property
ights advocates identified market control over development as
threat saying, “We’ll have houses from end to end. It’s sad

ecause most of the local people will have to move away. We
hould try to change it with zoning, but it’s inevitable because
he developers are so persistent (R156).” Another reflected that,
unfortunately this area attracts people with money and they will
se it to get what they want (R176).”

. Discussion and conclusions

Our results support the hypothesis that Teton Valley resi-
ents cared about landscape planning, but natural property rights
alues prevented them from acting on their concerns. Natu-
al property rights values were more predictive of respondents’
eliefs regarding development planning than political affiliation,
eligion, local status, education, age, and gender. The positive
elationship between income and belief that community plan-
ing should occur, may relate to real and perceived power.
ndeed, since community members did not engage in planning,
ost planning was carried out by developers. By refusing to

ngage in dialogue about community planning, natural property
ights advocates gave exclusive authority to economic interests.

Power exerted by developers and investors over develop-
ent in Teton Valley was made possible by the self subjugation

f those valuing natural property rights (i.e., they denied
hemselves rights). Respondents who considered community
olutions to development problems impossible and gave exclu-
ive importance to natural property rights were opposed to future
nplanned development, and told heart wrenching stories about
osing access to favorite berry patches, fishing holes, and hunting
pots, seeing their old horseback riding trails cut up by subdi-
isions, and watching creeks dry up for the first time. Natural
roperty rights advocates held ultimate management power, but
ielded it against themselves. For them, being good citizens

ntailed disciplining their own desires and allowing others to do
whatever they want with their property.” Their behavioral intent
emonstrates how democratic self governance can become the
xercise of power over oneself (Cruikshank, 1999) and promote
elf domination. By naturalizing property rights our respondents
emonstrated how even democratic self governance, can be dan-
erous (Foucault, 1984). Their tendency to “frantically hide
ehind unhistorical and abstract universalisms” (e.g., natural
roperty rights (Horwitz, 1992:272)) ultimately denied them the
olitical and moral choices they needed to address sustainabil-
ty. The problem of naturalizing property rights, or any position,
s not limited to the general public. Indeed social and political
lites often adopt the same approach (Ivie, 2005, 2004; Peterson
t al., 2005). Unfortunately, naturalizing positions promotes the
egemony of those currently in power thereby stymieing efforts
o change current patterns and practices of development, and
eveloping a sustainable society requires change (Peterson et

l., 2005).

The growing prevalence of identity politics (Bernstein, 2005)
ay partially explain the self subjugation of natural property

ights advocates. Citizens immersed in the identity politics
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ssociated with perceived property rights injustices failed to
hallenge the social construction of property rights. In this
ase study, natural property rights advocates subjugated alter-
ative identities when they opposed landscape planning while
lso holding negative attitudes toward unrestricted develop-
ent. This version of identity politics destroyed the incentive

o facilitate political action at the intersection of identities (e.g.,
andscape planning in a community with natural and political
roperty rights values).

The problems associated with polarizing identity politics,
owever, should not be construed as a call for squelching dissent.
ndeed, some level of intrapersonal dissent must exist for citizens
o escape the stifling self domination associated with naturalized
ights and begin balancing their conflicted goals (e.g., regulating
evelopment and protecting property rights). Our results suggest
hree rhetorical themes capable of fostering the intrapersonal dis-
ent and interpersonal dialogue needed for community planning
n this context: (1) the value of past culture and land use; (2)
he ethical problems associated with building a home and then
enying others the same right; and (3) the excessive influence of
arket forces on development. These themes emerged from the

iscourse of both natural property rights advocates and political
roperty rights advocates, and functioned in concert with each
ther. For example, when expressing sadness about loss of local
ulture, a respondent may implicate herself as one of the new-
omers who has contributed to this loss, and sigh over the power
f wealthy developers from outside the valley.

These themes provide points of tension within the rhetoric
f natural rights, and an opportunity to encourage reflexivity
mong natural property rights advocates. They may help clear a
pace for productive debate. And that debate may create a rupture
n the ideology that prevents natural property rights advocates
rom engaging in community planning as a means of acting on
heir concerns about development. For residents who believe
we need to work with the community we want to keep instead
f alienating the community we need to work with (R268),”
he themes represent common ground for collaborative land use
lanning (Daniels and Walker, 2001).

Rights only represent part of the liberal democracy combine,
nd democracy may serve as the last remaining mode of resis-
ance to social elites and neo-liberal market-driven development
Cox, 2004). “A democratic family. . .in which debate, dia-
ogue, and discussion are the norm in decision making” (Busch,
000:183) could offer a beginning for freeing citizens from both
ocial and self subjugation. This view rejects the use of sus-
ainable development and property rights as moral imperatives
o impose on people, and suggests that such moral imperatives

ust grow out of community dialogue and debate (Barber, 1984;
orwitz, 1992; Norton, 2005).
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